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IN THE KNOW
With Style

Fashion is returning to the timeless 
elegance of yesteryear; clean lines, high quality 

fabrics with a touch of whimsy

It’s a wise return to classic pieces, transitioning a timeless look well into 
the spring season, and beyond. Take cues from simple, clean lines and 
enduring styles and add a playful fi nish. White, tailored shirts mixed with 
an interesting cardi, skirt or vest stand out; and modern loafers, whether fl at 
or well-heeled, clear the path!

For an inspired look, � e Queen Muse in Niagara-on-the-Lake carries 
top brands, Cartise, Steilmann, Rock & Karma and Bylyse. Owner Bess 
Georgakakos knows one feminine detail transcends a variety of styles 

and never seems dated: a touch of lace. “� e use of lace outlines 
the fashion industry’s return to classic style. Clothing by La Fee 

Maraboutee, for example, is showing lace in skirts and dresses, 
sometimes even as a playful detail in the back.”  
Complementing your closet with versatile, neutral pieces like 

khaki hues stretches smart money—a playful punch of colour 
and edginess can be introduced through accessories—a 
vibrant belt cinching a blouse, or an oversizedgold necklace. 
Tangerine and fl owery patterns have hit the spring runways 
as well as bright, bold, mix and match combinations.
   Classic pieces take you where you need to go, agrees 
Delia Wolfert of Vineland’s Heida’s Fashions, where 
labels like XCVI, Dolcezza, Svetlana and Adam 
Jacobs are available. “Classic . . . with a slight edge, 
a European fl are. Femininity is always in, with a big 
comeback of skirts and dresses in all lengths and 
styles.”

Judy Sokoloski, owner of four Tango Boutique 
stores in Niagara featuring Joseph Ribkoff  and Frank 
Lyman clothing, is excited by fashion, where just 
about everything goes. “Shades of grey (varying 

from charcoal to silver) seem to be really key, so silver 
and pewter chunky jewelry and purses work well.” she adds. 

Keeping the accent on classic, timeless style, any item with seasonal staying 
power, such as a pair of knee-high, leather boots in a 
basic colour, is a sensible investment for a variety 
of outfi ts and weather conditions.  NM

See by Chloe Carmen  Mini 
camera bag. www.chloe.com

Juicy Couture iconic zip wallet. 
www.juicycouture.com

Iona pump in lsate by 
KORS Michael Kors.
www.michaelkors.com
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Iona pump in lsate by 
KORS Michael Kors.
www.michaelkors.com

Resin cuff by 
Nicholas King

Silver-plated zipper-
pull post earrings, 

Marc by Marc Jacobs. 
www.marcjacobs.com 

See by Chloe Carmen  Mini 
camera bag. www.chloe.com

Juicy Couture iconic zip wallet. 
www.juicycouture.com

A Classic Twist

Blouse by Adam Jacobs
www.adamjacobsfashions.com

Bold red dress by 
Joseph Ribkoff
www,ribkoff.com
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